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Daily East Bingol Tour

Floating Island, Cave of Zag, Cir Waterfall, Kos Thermal
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ITINERARY

Day 1 : DAILY EAST BINGOL TOUR

We will pick up you from your hotel and start your city tour. Floating Island in Bingol is a wonderful gift of
Mother Nature. Its formation and existential structure is quite interesting to look at. The Floating Island is
located at the Aksakal region of Hazarash Village contiguous to the boarders of Solhan District. What is most
fascinating about the island is that it can freely and wonderfully move about the whole lake without
remaining fixed in one particular spot. Cave of Zag is located on a steep cliff between Gokceli and Yenidal
villages, on the banks of Murat River.
The side facing the Murat River is 200-300 meters above the ground and carved from the rocks. The cave
consists of many rooms on three floors connected by the round chimneys between them. It was ruined
throughout time, but there are still 17 rooms that preserved their structure today. Cir Waterfall located at 8
kilometers to the center of IIica town, the waterfall passes through the rocks, known as the “Grand Cir Stone”
among local people, and falls from approximately 50 meters, creating an amazing view. The natural caves
surrounding the waterfall are a home to wild birds, and is a different attraction to the tourists. Kos Thermal is
18 kilometers north east of Bingol. This resort is situated on the highway to Karliova in eastern Anatolia.
You are free to enjoy exciting water sports in the thermal springs of this resort and enjoy a wonderful
holiday. The water of the thermal springs has a temperature of 47 degree centigrade with a pH value of 6.1
and is purely hygienic. The beneficial effect of the thermal spring is that its water helps in treating abnormal
physiological conditions like rheumatism, cardiovascular, gynaecological disorders, problems in the
respiratory tract and unwanted psychological and corporeal weariness. After tour we drop you back to your
hotel.                                                                 
We hope your tour was a memorable one and we look forward to seeing you in the future on another our
Turkey Tour again. Have a safe trip back home and thanks for choosing us.

Includes

Professional English - speaking tour guides
All entrance fees mentioned in the itinerary
Transportation in a fully air - conditioned, non - smoking coach
Pick up from your hotel
Drop back to your hotel
Guided East Bingol Tour

Excludes

Insurance: All types
Tipping: Tips for guides and drivers

PRICE STARTING FROM

€ 0 € 0

DURATION

1 days

TOUR ID

23184



Please Note: Domestic flight price for adult travelers is approximately Euros: 50,00 for one way and
for under 2 years old, approximately Euros: 20,00 as an insurance policy.
International Flights and Domestic Flights
Personal expenses: Lunch & Drinks

Routes

Available On Dates

16 September, 2020 - 31 March, 2022 Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday


